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Abstract

Since the emergence of technologies to support personal

computing in the mid seventies, there has been much

speculation about the potentials and impacts of widespread

personal computing use. In this paper we analyze two

perspectives for understanding the dissemination, uses, and
impacts of personal computing, which we term the "tool" and

"package" views.

On the basis of empirical data we and others have

gathered, we illustrate how focus - on a simple

task-technology fit masks a wide variety of phenomena often

found to accompany personal computing use. Using the broad

scope of issues provided by a package perspective, a social

analysis of personal computing can help assure a better fit

between a technology like personal computers and the actual

settings where it will be used.

Keywords: personal computing, personal computing world,

personal computing package, social analysis of computing
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Introduction

In recent years we have seen the emergence of numerous

technologies for supporting "personal computing." As

"personal" computer use has begun to spread from hobbyists

and specialists to home, educational, and business

environments, the scope of activities which has come to be

called "personal computing" has steadily expanded, making

clear definition of the term difficult. Early ideas of

personal, computing focused- around the small, inexpensive,

microprocessor-based computer systems made possible by

advances in LSI technology [Capece, 1979]. Projected into

the future, these became discrete "personal information

utilities" like the Dynabook [Kay and Goldberg, 1977]. More

recently, the term "personal computing" has begun to apply

to any substantial computing capacity under the control of

an individual or small group [Hackathorn, 1978; Isaacson,

et al., 1978]. We see personal computing as involving a

range of technologies'and activities, including single—user

micro-based machines sold to hobbyists and home users (e.g.,

Apple, Pet, and TRS-80 computers), larger versions of such

machines used in scientific and business settings (e.g.,

word processors, laboratory data capture/analysis

computers), and some types of "distributed computing

office networks, distributed word processing, individualized

report generation, and the like.
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Since the appearance of personal computer systems in

the early to mid-seventies^ there has been considerable

speculation about the possibilities and potential

implications of their widespread use,, Concentrating largely

on technical capabilities, many accounts stress the

flexibility, responsiveness, and sheer computing capacity to

come with personal computing, and predict major social and

technological changes in many areas of life. One computing

specialist has suggested;

"...physicians should be able to store and
organize a large quantity of information about
their patients, enabling them to perceive
significant relations that would otherwise be
imperceptible. Businessmen should have an active
briefcase that contains a working simulation of
their company. Educators should be able to
implement their own version of a Socratic dialog
with dynamic simulation and graphic animation.
Homemakers should be able to store and manipulate
records, accounts, budgets, recipes and
reminders." [Kay, 1977; p.231]

Numerous other suggestions and speculations for personal

computer applications have appeared. Personal computing is

expected to provide entertainment and education through

simulated experience [Kay, 1977; Kay and Goldberg, 1977],

bring smart appliances into the home [Cole, 1978], make

high-quality computer-assisted instruction affordable [Bork,

1979], and when connected to larger—scale networks,

facilitate electronic mail, financial services, and other

information services [Farber and Baran, 1977] . To help

stabilize developments in personal computing technology,

organizations have been proposed to establish product
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standards, evaluate products, provide consumer protection

through public policy, and educate consumers [Gottlieb,

1978; Isaacson et al,, 1978; Nilles, 1978, 1979]. Some

personal computing specialists and analysts have suggested

that personal computing may lead to reduced energy

consumption, bureaucratic and organizational reform,

increasing computer crime, decreased socialization, and

other "impacts on society" [Gray and Carlson, 1979;

Isaacson £t a_J. , 1978; Nelson, 1978; Nilles, 1978,1979].

Unfortunately, most discussions of personal computing

are only speculative. Almost all incorporate tacit

assumptions about the desirability or inevitability of

large-scale social acceptance of this technology, the ways

it will fit into various social settings, and the interests

it will serve. In our own studies, we are finding that the

introduction and use of personal computing often can't be

explained using simple assumptions and technically-based

rationales. We encounter episodes like these;

o

o

In a Computer Science Research Organization
(CSRO) the perceived capacity for easily making,
documents which "look right" as well as "read
right" with a text-processing system led to 1)
both clerical and professional staff taking on
more document production tasks, shifting their
work demands, and 2) people spending time
repeatedly revising documents to make them
"better" ^ actions which diminish the strength
of simple technical efficiency arguments for
text-processor use in that setting. [Kling and
Scacchi, 1980; Scacchi, 1980].

The department head of a local government
planning agency backed the purchase of a
microcomputer system for her department's use.
She expected the system would be technically
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inadequate, but felt that it would help her to
gain control over more organizational resources
and justify a more powerful system in the
future»

While we agree that personal computing is a provocative

technology, it remains poorly understood as a social

phenomenon^ Personal uses of computing are barely emerging,

and comprehensive accounts of actual personal computing use

are rare^ We believe it is time to give careful thought to

the social milieu through which the phenomena of personal

computing is emerging. Our goal is to clarify the concepts

and issues surrounding the social phenomena of personal

computing use. In this paper we will explore an alternative

to the widespread view that personal computers are simply

modular, interconnectable, and highly flexible information

processing tools. Our research into personal computing

reveals that the actions of people and organizations which

procure and use personal computers are situated in a rapidly

evolving "personal computing world." Depending on their

positions in the personal computing world, there are varying

"packages" of concerns and involvements which users of

personal computing face. We find the popular notion of one

person, one machine inadequate and deceptive. It simply

does not capture or suggest the social interactions required

to make effective, continuing use of a personal computing

system.
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If any boundary exists between computing called

"personal" and the older, larger-scale computing world, it

is rapidly blurring. As a result, we have found that many

of our intuitions and much of our data from investigations

into computing on a larger scale [Kling and Scacchi, 1979,

1980; Scacchi, 1980] apply to personal computing. In

addition, we have been investigating the social phenomena of

personal, computing use as participant observers in the

personal computing world since 1977» The data we present is

drawn from our observations, experiences, and interviews we

have conducted with members of many groups in the personal

computing world. We have come to adopt the view that the

evolving texture of personal computing use will be neither

random nor "the best it could be." Instead, it will be

shaped by complex social interactions among a variety of

participants with differing perspectives, varying degrees of

social and economic power, and interests which sometimes

conflict.

C

Personal Computing: Tool or Package?

Personal Computing Tools

When people try to use or make sense of personal

computing they contend with many questions: What are

personal computers? How do they work? How can they be

used? What is their cost? What does it take to operate or

fix them? And so on. The answers available to questions

like these help to shape users' beliefs about computing, and
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affect the success of personal computing applications. We

have sought the range of possible answers to these questions

in our interviews, experiences, and examinations of the

literature on personal computing. We have found that most

actors hold a perspective which treats personal computers as

sophisticated and powerful information processing "tools" —

accounting tools, word-processing tools, calculating tools,

record-keeping tools, etc. Discussions of computing with a

"tool perspective" typically focus on a narrow interaction

between task and technology. From the tool viewpoint, the

technical features, potentials, and presumed efficiencies of

personal computing dominate concern for either 1) the

complex of resource dependencies necessary for continuing

personal computing use or 2) the fit of personal computing

into the social context where it is used.

The tool perspective focuses on particular technical

characteristics of personal computers to explain their

usefulness and value. (This we call "technical

rationality.") Personal computers are significantly useful

in a given task, from the tool perspective, because they are

cost-effective, user-programmable, precise, versatile, and

fast (see, e.g., [White-, 771). Moreover, the fit between

personal computers and their, tasks as business, consumer,

educational, or scientific tools can be organized so that

the computers are dedicated, isolated, and individually

controllable in their applications.
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From the tool perspective there is a quite limited set

of considerations to be faced in making use of personal

computing, and much to be gained. Table 1 illustrates the

principal foci of the tool perspective on personal

computing.

M *iia M ^ *<• *!• 1^ **> ^

PLACE TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE

Technical features of personal computers predominate, while

the importance of environmental features (like the need for

specialized skills or a range of continuing maintenance

support* is discounted.

The view of a single-user computer system as a

stand-ralone, dedicated resource over which the user's

judgement and needs have sole control forms the attraction

of personal computing for a variety of potential users

[Hackathorn, 1978]. From the tool perspective, management

of the information processing resource is simply left in the

hands of the user at the point of use — at the home,

lawyer's office, hobbyist's workbench, artist's studio,

small business, etc. The tool view usually presumes that

users* interest and expertise lie in a domain other than

computing, and that personal computers are so self-contained

a technology that the knowledge necessary to employ one can

be encoded in the technology - as part of the hardware.



Table 1

Focus of the Tool View of Persona 1 Computing

The Machine; hardware, software, peripheral devices,

2, Maintenance; maintenance contracts, hardware service by
computer stores,

3, Procurement; sales through computer stores, other
electronics distributors (Radio Schack, Lafayette, Heath
Co,)

4, Abilities/Potentials; assumed and expected characteristics
of personal computing tools, such asi

1, Extensions of man's capabilities; increased capacities
to perform complex calculations rapidly and accurately.

2, Versatility; easily and flexibly adaptable to a variety
of situations and problems.

3, Precision; precision and accuracy in following
instructions, limited only by human capacity to program.

4, Speed and 'power'; high instruction speeds, throughput,
data handling and storage capacity.

5, Efficiency; time and/or labor savings,

6, Controllability; resource management by an individual
or group,

7, Isolation: no need for monitoring or assistance.
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firmware, software, or operating protocols. Thus the

personal computer is a tool with a degree of

"self-awareness," and the user need not be concerned with

issues outside her or his existina expertise.

The personal computer-as-tool also promises to

eliminate the web of involvement with a large organization

like a corporate computer center, with its mystifying

experts, service provision conflicts, and high overhead

costs. For example, according to some observers:

"In addition to being smaller and far less
costly than older and larger systems,
microcomputers are simpler to program, operate,
and maintain. Because of their physical
simplicity, they are less likely to break^ down
than large systems, and repairs are easier to
make. The user of a large computer system must
maintain a staff of experts at programming and
operation. In contrast, the small business owner
can train a secretary or bookkeeper to operate a
microcomputer and have a local college student
come in once in a while to write special
programs." [Summer and Levy, 1979:3]

The Personal Computing Package

Involvement with personal computers appears quite

simple when they are viewed as information processing tools.

However, most users of personal computing depend on

computing vendors, specialized service organizations, or

consultants for new devices, programs, and hardware/software

development and maintenance. Knowledge and beliefs about

personal computing are shaped by diverse sources of
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information, ranging from personal computing journals to

consultants and other users. The quality of users'

involvements with personal computing is affected by the

standards groups and legal arrangements which inform the

development and use of personal computing [Nilles and White,

1979; Novick 1979; Hoffman, 1979; MacLennan, 1979].

All this is to say that the actions of people involved

with personal computing are situated in the diverse social

context we call the "personal computing world." Participants

in the personal computing world include producers of

personal computing products, services, and information;

many categories of consumers of personal computing products

and services - scientific, hobbyist, home and business

users, for example; and observers/arbiters - regulatory

groups, critics, etc. Appendix I describes the participants

in the personal computing world in greater detail.

Except in extreme instances of resource availability

and individual expertise, personal computing users have to

interact with and depend upon other actors in the personal

computing world to procure and make use of their systems

[Cohen, 1979; Dooley, 1979a, 1979b; Schenker, 1979a,

1979b]. Users cannot always devote the time and attention

necessary to attend to the details of personal computing

development, use, and maintenance. According to the

president of one company which has successfully implemented

a microcomputer-based accounting system,
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"A manager should either develop a trust in
the computer salesman, or hire a consultant to
select the system. Most of us^ are not
knowledgeable enough about alternative hardware
and software to make an intelligent comparison."
(Summers and Levy, 1979:52]

In addition, the skills needed to "make an intelligent

comparison," let alone to maintain a computer system are

complex, difficult, and time consuming to learn. Therefore,

to the extent that involvement with personal computing

increases users' dependence on an array of skills,

specialists, service organizations and vendors, as well as

technological developments, personal computing is more

accurately viewed as a social package rather than simply as

a tool. According to Kling and Scacchi, such a package

comprises "not only hardware and software facilities, but

also a diverse set of skills, organizational units to supply

and maintain computing-based services and data, and sets of

beliefs about what computing is good for and how it can be

used efficaciously" [Kling and Scacchi, 1979:108]. Each

actor in the personal computing world has a different

package of involvements, but each package has some common

elements. In Table 2, we illustrate the key features that

make up the generic personal computing package.

PLACE TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE
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Features of the Personal Computing Package

Hardware; various processor and memory configurations;
disks; printers; bus technologies; miscellaneous
peripheral devices.

Software; various applications packages; custom software;
systems software; development, debugging, and maintenance
tools.

3. Time; time involved in learning,about personal computing;
negotiating purchase, sales, or service arrangements;
programming; debugging; teaching users; reading reports;
adjusting to changes; lost time due to stress.

4. Skills and expertise; accumulated knowledge and experience
deali"ng with technical aspects of personal computing -
programming, system selection, awareness of available
hardware and software options; analytical,. organizational,
managerial, and negotiating skills.

Attention; energy devoted to dealing with problems;
learning; negotiating and making decisions about personal
computing arrangements; answering questions;

6. Money; to pay for hardware and softv;are products;
ma intenance contracts; supplies (paper, ribbons, floppy
disks); consultants; training; staff specialists;
documentation;

7. Beliefs; about what personal computing is good for and how
it can be used; fears among workers about potential
impacts; hopes about expected results of computerization;
(mis)conceptions about the ways computing will operate.

8. Inducements; advertising claims; bulk price advantages and
other "deals"; rumors; product bulletins; personal
relationships with salesmen, consultants, and users;
perceived problem-solving opportunities; opportunities to
increase control over organizational resources;

9. Support mechanisms; maintenance support and contracts;
financial support, grants, and organizational or individual
resource commitments; educational and training support;
emotional and psychological support;

Social Interactions; resource negotiations; market
transactions - buying, selling, and haggling; education;
problem solving interactions among personnel;
"socializing"; using electronic mail or computer
conferencing; games;



11. Dependence on Computings inertia; inability or
unwi11ingness ^o r¥pT¥ce, modify, or eliminate computing
services because of commitments of time, attention,
resources, commitments to particular organizational
arrangements or job tasks, etc.
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The package of involvements faced by a personal

computer user is rarely static. New product developments

occur often in the personal computing world, existing

products and suppliers disappear, and users' desires change

rapidly as they discover new opportunities or problems. As

Kling and Scacchi note, "an organisation's computing package

is situated within the shifting segments of the computing

world and other relevant social worlds. A computing package

is thus a processual ensemble of social and technical

'fixtures' which encourage and constrain organizational

computing activities" [Kling and Scacchi, 1980: Note 2].

The character of the personal computing package for a

particular user varies with her position in the personal

computing world, and her available resources. Maintaining a

personal computing system can be innocuous and even

satisfying for a computer specialist. Consider the

following comments by a computer specialist speaking on

personal computers:

"...Home systems are now trying very hard to be
cheap minicomputers for expert users. These users
when at home can be likened to ham radio operators
of the nineteen fifties, able to change diodes,
violently shake intermittent boards and, in
general, understand the innards. These persons
can also get gratification from fighting with
manuals and the trials of the latest software
release, just as we professionals do for a living"
[DeFanti, et al., 1978; p.33]

On the other hand, maintenance and enhancement may be more

of an inconvenience, hassle, and costly expense for
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non-specialist home computer or small business computer

users. [Schenker, 1979b; Cohen, 1979]. According to one

analyst s

"Only in the last six months or . so has it
become increasingly clear to the newcomers that
they are on the horns of a dilemma ... In order
to make their systems truly operational in their
business/professional environments, they'll either
have to 1) take the time out to a) become full
fledged professional quality programmers, and then
b) write reams of professional quality
applications software, or 2) hire someone to do it
for them. Typically this latter option runs
between $10,000 and $50,000 depending on the
extent of the programming." [Schenker, 1979a:129]

The multifaceted nature of the package makes choices

about investing in personal computing, assessing it's

consequences, or regulating its use difficult [Sterling,

1979]. There are complex interactions between the enticing,

helpful and attention-demanding dependencies associated with

a package. Moreover, while dependence on certain services,

products, vendors, and informed others is attractive and

helpful to some users, it may be burdensome to others. The

appropriate mix of dependencies is neither trivial nor

easily predicted by a given personal computing user.

Support, Constraint, Opportunity, and the Package

We have come to see the package as both problematic and

necessary for the ongoing use of personal computing.

Various features of the package support, constrain, and

create new opportunities for the use of personal computing.
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The technical base on which a particular system rests, and

the social infrastructure of service organizations, vendors,

and related users are among the supporting features of the

package. Constraining package features include the limits

and costs with which users contend in continuing personal

computing use. The changing nature of the package and of

actors' involvements in the personal computing world give

rise to opportunities for continued adoption and diffusion

of personal computing.

Support

Some facets of a service-resource package act as

supporting mechanisms which are necessary for the smooth

utilization of personal computers. These features of the

package provide the service, product distribution, and

resource infrastructure without which personal computing use

is unlikely to become smooth or to expand. For instance,

maintenance service providers (e.g., computer stores,

software consultants, manufacturers" warranty repair shops

like Heath Co. service centers, etc.) can help "off-load"

the burdens of hardware and software maintenance (at some

expense) much as auto repair shops absorb some car repair

burdens from drivers, replacing them with monetary (and some

social) costs. In the area of education, consumer product

evaluations, seminars, magazines and other publications,

formal courses, hobby clubs, and informal social networks

provide the supporting infrastructure to create and
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disseminate knowledge about personal computing options.

Without such an educational infrastructure, personal

computing would be limited to those who could design, build,

maintain or individually locate their own systems. The

quality and extent of support necessary for different modes

of personal computing may not become clear until the support

is needed, and there is no guarantee that such support is

easily or equally obtainable by all users.

Constraint

The constraining aspects of the personal computing

package derive from the dependence of some actors upon the

products and services of others, and the limitations of

available choices. Personal computing development and use

is constrained by features of the social setting in which

personal computing is situated and actors' growing

dependence on computing as their involvement increases, as

well as features of the still-emerging technology. For

example, a high demand for programmers has pushed contract

programming fees to $45.00 - $60.00 per hour in the Southern

California area. Such high expense sometimes means that

innovative applications or even needed maintenance can't be

afforded. We encountered such a case with a local

businessman who had made several attempts to apply personal

computing in a concrete products firm he controlled, and to

develop some innovative microcomputer software. He expected

relatively small investments of time and money to develop
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applications, and couldn't hire full time programmers. His

effort was unsuccessful, partly because of the continually

shifting employment opportunities for the contract

programmers which he had to rely upon because of his limited

resources.

Personal computing always takes place in some setting

where concerns which mitigate computer use are present.

Users of personal computing continually balance their

personal resources among computing and non-computing

activities; performing family chores at home; being a

secretary, file clerk, and administrative assistant at work;

earning a college degree; conducting financial analysis in

a management consulting firm; and the like.

Manifestations of . dependence on the products or

services of others appear in the continuing need for expert

help with system selection, hardware and software

maintenance, enhancement, and reconfiguration in personal

computing applications [Cohen, 1979; Dooley, 1979;

Schenker, 1979].* The situation is often not much different

from the computing arrangements found in complex

organizations [Kling and Scacchi, 1979]. For example, Cohen

reports that

* Modular, packaged, unreconfigurable or "turnkey" systems
have been proposed to ease this dilemma. Below, we will
consider their impact on this problem.
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"The one staff member we have who is able to
program the system easily...is continually adding
improvements to meet the needs of the technicians
and chemists who use the system. This requires a
person who is both very familiar ^ with the
application and able to create and modify programs
to meet our changing laboratory needs" [Cohen,
1979;127].

It seems unlikely that general-purpose personal computing

will be able to expand into most home or business

environments unless the users are willing and able to bear

the costs of personal computing system "maintenance"

either doing it themselves or contracting it out. Thus,

continually emerging patterns of dependence on vendors and

specialists may tend to constrain the development and

diffusion of personal computing.

The means available to foster understanding of how

personal computing "works" and develop computing skills is

another area of the package which tends to constrain the

development and use of personal computing. For some eager

and inclined potential users, this poses no major obstacles.

For others less familiar with computing, the "need" for

personal computing may not be apparent. The modes of

personal computing which now exist are, at times, fairly

complicated and require at least some specialized knowledge

on the part of users (e.g., system bootstrapping techniques,

command language familiarity, file management techniques,

etc.). How does a potential user find out about such

things? Where or to whom should a user turn to in order to

acquire informative answers? The diffusion and use of
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personal computing depends on the availability of an array

of "instructional" resources (such as primers, manuals,

technical papers, trade journals, vendor brochures, program

listings, and others) to educate and inform potential userso

But it also depends on the commitment of potential users to

expend the time, effort, and money necessary to become and

remain familiar with sometimes rapidly changing aspects of

personal computing. The ease of access to quality

educational materials and "habitable" information, then, is

another constraining aspect of the personal computing

package.

We don't yet know the extent and efficacy of many

constraints, though our investigations show that they exist.

More research is needed to empi r ically establish the

patterns of resource dependency, the interplay between

personal and technological constraints, and their

consequences,

Opportunity

Involvement with some aspects of the personal computing

package provides new opportunities for personal computina

use and. development. Knowledge and expertise gained in

implementing and using a personal computing system can lead

to expansion of a user's involvement with computing, either

by design or out of necessity. For example, hobbyists who

have gained expertise with personal computing have been

urged to create software packages for commercial
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distribution through software clearinghouses or personal

computing periodicals (e.g., see recent issues of Kilobaud

or Byte). That is, there are opportunities for personal

computing enthusiasts to become entrepreneurial software

developers.

Adoption of business computing applications is seen as

opportunity for small businesses to realize accounting

benefits through automation [Summer and Levy, 19791. But

some businesses have found that a successful application of

microcomputers may lead to drives for other computing

applications — like Lay's Potato Chips, often you can't

consume just one.

We have also seen evidence that users may try to

establish involvement with personal computing in a conscious

attempt to gain dependence upon computing, as well as

experience, influence, credibility and control over

organizational resources. The Director of Advanced Planning

in one local government planning agency believed that to

retain credibility and power in the government, her

department would need to begin undertaking computerized land

use planning data analyses. She approached the city

computer center for assistance, but couldn't get the

services she needed. Instead, the computer center director

urged her to purchase a microcomputer dedicated to planning

department use. No actual analysis of computing needs had

been done before the computer center director made his
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recommendation. The planning director believed, on the

advice of consultants, that such a microcomputer would

ultimately be technically inadequate for the required data

analysis. However, the planning director supported the

microcomputer purchase, for two reasons. First, she

believed that "something is better than nothing," and that

it would be easier to obtain future budget allocations for

enhancements to an existing, but inadequate system. Second,

she knew that the budget request for the micro's purchase

would probably not be questioned, since it had the support

of the computer center director, who had high credibility in

the city government. Thus, the planning director expected

that establishing dependence on an inadequate microcomputer

system would provide an opportunity to expand computing

services, user control over computing resources, and

administrative influence.

Mean ings and Impacts of Personal Computing; Tool or

Package?

Coming to understand the meanings and impacts of

personal computing for actors in the personal computing

world involves trying to answer questions such ass

o What issues do participants confront in using
personal computing?

o With whom do participants interact to make use
of personal computers?

o What is the texture of those interactions?
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S

o How do participants decide what personal
computing is good for?

o Why have participants made particular technical
and social decisions?

o How do particular technical devices solve
problems, and which problems do they solve?

Approaching questions like these using the restricted

perspective that personal computers are simple information

processing tools can lead to inadequate and misleading

answers. To demonstrate why, we will contrast tool view and

package view interpretations of some data we have gathered

on two issues: How participants decide what personal

computing is good for, and the kinds of problems solved by

modular or "turnkey" systems.

What is Personal Computing Good For?

One exciting and provocative view of prospective uses

for personal computers was cited in our introduction. Among

other things, its author suggested that "...physicians

should be able to store and organize a large quantity of

information about their patients, enabling them to perceive

relations would otherwise be imperceptible." The article

from which this view is quoted focuses further on the

technical developments which will make such an application

possible — principally improved ways of structuring ideas

and communicating with the computer using a rich programming

language. Such a presentation exemplifies the the view of

personal computing as a tool for users like physicians. The
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criteria for determining what personal computers are good

for, from the tool perspective, include the fit between the

(usually speculated) desires of potential users and the

technical capability of personal computers to fulfill those

desires. Personal computers are good for patient

recordkeeping and data analysis in a doctor's office 1)

under the assumption that physicians want a device which

will maintain and analyze patient information, and 2)

because personal computers are (or will be) technicaly

capable of performing those tasks.

A package analysis of the value of personal computing

focuses on a much wider range of phenomena. From a package

viewpoint, before physicians can realize the opportunity to

command their own personal patient information management

system, interwoven medical, social, legal, and technological

issues must be identified and addressed. Along with the

support of low cost, reliable hardware and software

configurations that are manageable by a physician, there are

problematic social concerns such as preservation of the

privacy of patient records, convincing doctors of the value

of time, attention, and resource investments in new and

unfamiliar forms of record management, providing mantenance

and enhancement services satisfactory to diverse parties,

and more. Once a patient data management system has been

adopted, a package analysis would point out that commitments

of resources and attention don't simply cease. The mix of

supports, constraints, and opportunities accompanying
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involvement with the personal computing package continues to

have effects. The physician or her surrogate will still

need to attend to matters of data entry^ file maintenance

and archival, training assistants to work with the system,

replacing data lost through system or disk "crashes," etc.

The tasks of entering and backing up data, restoring it, and

managing multiple copies of files, often handled by a

computer center on a large system, become the responsibility

of the physician or her designee. (Two computing

specialists we interviewed had abandoned their development

of personal data management systems because of these

considerations. The need for continuing attention to data

entry was a particularly salient concern for these users.)

With our package analysis we are not suggesting that

the adoption of personal computina by physicians will be

necessarily more problematic, time consuming, or expensive

than a similar manual system. Since very few such automated

systems exist, and since those that do will surely evolve,

we have little empirical basis for evaluating how they work.

We are simply saying that the tool perspective

oversimplifies the mix of issues involved in determining

what personal computers are good for, and thus can lead to

misleading interpretations.

From the tool perspective, personal computers are good

for the small businessman, again because they satisfy a

perceived need (usually in the realm of accounting or
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management information processing) and are technically

sufficient for the job. Such a view is presented by Summers

and Levy:

"Microcomputers are well suited to the
general accounting and management needs of most
small businesses. ... The system will enable the
user to eliminate tedious yet costly clerical
tasks, to keep more accurate records of the state
of the business, and to make better decisions."
[Summers and Levy, 1979:10-111

The only limiting factors they suggest are first, that

appropriate and reasonably priced sotware is available, and

second, that the equipment is adequate for the tasks

physically and in terms of reliability.

But several analysts have shown that the adoption of

computing by an organization doesn't necessarily lead to

increased efficiency, accuracy, or quality of decisions

(see, e.g., [Danziger, 1979; Dery, 1977; Gasser, 1979;

Kling and Scacchi, 1980]), Other features of the

organizational milieu (e.g., management support for

computing, and the interests served by computing) have

substantial impacts on these issues.

Moreover, such a tool-view analysis of the value of

personal computing to small businesses again focuses on the

technical rationality of personal computing in an

application. From the tool perspective, a personal computer

would not be effective in an application in which it fails

to satisfy the criteria of technical rationality.
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But technical rationality alone doesn't account for

phenomena like the push for adoption of personal computing

in the local government planning department cited above. A

tool view analysis could not explain why the planninn

director should back a system which she expected would be

technically inadequate. But by adopting a package

perspective, and examining 1) the director's inducements to

back the personal computer system: her opportunity to

increase control over organizational resources; 2) the

organizational support arrangements: her inability to get

computer center support, and the support of the computer

center director for the purchase of a microcomputer; and 3)

organizational beliefs about computing; that computing

increases the credibility of planning analyses; we can

better explain why a technically inadequate personal

computer might still be perceived as an effective purchase.

Modularity and Personal Computing

The push for development and adoption of personal

computing is often directed at minimizing the effects of

package-related phenomena such as dependence on an

infrastructure to support product distribution and

maintenance^ While personal computers are

often defined as general-purpose information processing

tools [Isaacson, et a_l, 1978], it is often suggested that a

packaged, turnkey, "black box" device, perhaps with

pluggable firmware programs will obviate software
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maintenance and adaptation problems, and make personal

computing more inviting and usable to unsophisticated users.

Some commentators suggest that such modularized systems will

be necessary alternatives in the small business and home

mass markets: Computer Mart's Carl Burlin ... thinks

the large retailers will have to offer a packaged product,

one that can be plugged in and made to work with little

additional effort by the buyer." [Yasaki, 1979:31]. We

would like to consider the possible impact of modularizing

personal computers from both the tool and package

perspectives.

The Tool View

Underlying the tool view of modularized personal

computers is the assumption that a close and unchanging fit

between a need or problem and its technical solution can be

achieved. The relationship between a simple tool like a

hammer, and the problem it solves (the need to pound nails)

is simple, direct, and unchanging. Functionally, neither

the hammer, the nails, nor the need varies very much. From

the tool perspective, a personal computer system is a

flexible simulation device which can be made to mimic

numerous specialized tools, and can be adjusted to fit the

requirements of particular problems closely. Reducing the

degree of freedom in the behavior of a personal computer by

modularizing it simply enhances its isolation, dedication,

and controllability, while maintaining a close fit between
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task and tool.

Certain assumptions about problems and problem solving

accompany the tool view of modula r persona 1 comput i ng.

Problems solved by tools are discrete, confined, generic,

and unchanging. Using the hammer analogy again, hammering

nails is a discrete problem: it is different than turning

screws. It is a confined problem, limited only to the

interrelation between hammer, nail, and user. There is

little need for hammer adaptation or maintenance. It is a

generic problem; There are countless hammer/nail

situations, all nearly identical, which can be approached

with the same tool. It is also an unchanging problem; the

chore of putting in nails with a hammer is the same today as

it has been for centuries.

Solving problems or addressing "needs" with tool-like

personal computers means finding, defining and specifying

those needs so that they fit the criteria of discrete,

confined, generic, and unchanging problems. With a tool

View, one would expect that a canned business accountinq

system, for example, would supply a small set of accounting

functions which would be found useful in identical ways by a

large number of businesses, and which would not change over

t ime.
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The Package View

The tool perspective, however, neglects two important

aspects of computer use as a social phenomenon: personal

computing's context of use, and the evolving nature of that

contexts From a package perspective, modularity is not a

lasting solution to many of the issues computing users

routinely face. Moreover, modular systems introduce

problems of their own into the social process of computing

use [Palme, 1978].

Consider again a packaged small business

payroll/accounting system, and it's context of use. Small

businesses often cope with fluctuating environments, both

internal and external, which affect the ways they may use

personal computing. Tax laws, interest rates, supply

fluctuations, market changes, new competitors, land use

restrictions affecting expansion plans, changing job and

housing markets for employees promotions, employee turnover,

etc. create a volatile context in which to use a small

business personal computer. Unlike the problem of hammering

nails, personal and organizational problems continually

evolve. Problems, strategies, and information change, grow,

and become obsolete. For example, continual revisions of

tax laws and hence accounting procedures is one area of

change common to many businesses. Such changes will impact

the use of any computer systems which, perform tax accounting

and payroll calculations. Modular tax systems will have to
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incorporate ways of adapting to changing tax structures in

ways which, in principle, cannot be envisioned in advance.

The notion of one man - one machine does not go far enough

in revealing the nature of the decisions and social

arrangements underlying personal computer use.*

Alterations in people's beliefs about what computing

can or should do, changes in job tasks, or changes in

resource commitments can also create needs for adaptation in

personal computing use. In his discussion of a

microcomputer—based laboratory system, Cohen reports:

"Had we purchased a combined hardware/software
turn-key system, programmed only for the use for
which it was originally purchased ... we would
have been faced with either settling for the less
than satisfactory flexibility that would come with
such a system or the expense of continually payina
an outside programmer to keep updating the
program." [Cohen, 79? pg. 127]

Cohen's laboratory setting is a context in which system

requirements are subject to frequent redefinition. Both the

evolving needs of users and the opportunities revealed

through interaction with their personal computing packages

are sources of inducement to change requirements for

personal computing. To the extent that modularized personal

computers attempt to address "needs" which change, they will

* In fact, some researchers would argue that it might be
necessary to examine very wide ranging interorganizational
processes to explain how and why individual decisions
regarding personal computing use are made [see Perrow, 1979,
chapter .
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either be inadequate or not truly modular, necessitating

continuing interaction with the personal computing package.

By adopting a package perspective, we can examine the

evolving context of use for a personal computer system. The

"success" of a modular system might vary with time, and with

the extent to which users depend on a system in their work.

We might find that users would push for incremental

modifications of a turnkey system that was deeply embedded

in their work rather than replace the turnkey system,with a

new and unfamiliar one or try to adapt environmental changes

to the system (reverse adaptation — fitting the problem to

the available solutions) .

Conclusions

In this paper, we have focused on two perspectives used

in understanding personal computing. We found that one, the

tool perspective, is pervasive in much of the personal

computing literature and among the people we have

interviewed. We have argued that the tool perspective

discourages understandings of how the social infrastructure

around personal computing situates its development, use and

maintenance. Personal computing is not just a set of

techniques and technologies employed J_n vacuo.

We have advocated as an alternative the package

perspective, which encourages understandings of how

interactions among actors in different segments of the
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personal computing world shape the fit of personal computing

systems into their contexts of use. One of the goals of

such interactions is the pursuit of valued opportunities ——

developing new personal computing systems, entertaining

one's self, organizing access to and control over important

business records, or maintaining organizational credibility

and influence. Turning opportunities like these into

successful applications of computing requires exploiting

interpersonal arrangements as well as the available

technologies which support such pursuits. And, pursuit and

utilization are limited by the technologies and resources at

one's disposal, along with features of the personal

computing world and the particular social setting in which

the technology is embedded. Individuals or groups intending

to use personal computing must understand and manage their

dealings in its accompanying social context it in order to

"stay on top of it."

We have argued that the package perspective provides a

broader and more richly textured picture of the

interactional processes of personal computing than the tool

view. If the tool perspective were accurate and adequate,

we would be satisfied with well-intended personal views like

those of Kay or Summer and Levy cited above. Similarly, we

might be bemused with the irony of the unintended or

unanticipated consequences reported by DeFanti, Schenker,

Cohen, our respondents, and others — the sorts of

consequences provoked by features of the social context of
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personal computer use„ But we don't believe that it is

possible to consider a technology like personal computers in

isolation, separated from a rich context of use. Analysts

who limit their explicit attention or promotion to a tool

view of personal computing don't escape considering the

social context of computing use. " They merely make

assumptions about some idealized context of use which

matches their own experiences or hopes. Often, concerns for

different social contexts of use are appeased through

assumption and disregard by the analyst or producer, rather

than through careful empirical investigation and analysis.

This might be a suitable situation for the individual system

developer who is also the sole user and maintainer of the

system. But when personal computing systems are intended to

be used and maintained by people other than the developer,

then, in absence of grounded social analysis, assumptions

about the skill levels of users, their resource supplies,

their interests, and their- commitments to personal computing

must be made and often remain unquestioned. We believe this

is an unsuitable and somewhat careless approach to

developing computing technologies that are intended to be

useful and manageable. We believe that a package

perspective of personal computing encourages analysis and

empirical investigation of the contexts of system

development, use, and maintenance which the tool perspective

slights. We also believe that social analysis of personal

computing packages should be utilized when analyzing.
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forecasting, "assessing," or developing alternative

technological arrangements.

Use of the package perspective as an organizing

framework for social analysis of personal computing is more

demanding than the tool-based alternative. But the

potential quality and usefulness of such analysis will

better inform our understandings of how or whether personal

computing will move into more people's activities. The

possible payoffs of better fit of personal computing systems

and manageable utility of personal computing packages are

viable potentials, but not givens.
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Appendix 1_

Participants in the Personal Computing World

Producers

1. Technological Instigators - developers, theory
formulators, funding agencies, market research firms,
and others who create and focus a climate supportive of
innovation and development in personal computing.

2. Computer Vendors - manufacturers and retailers with a
principle interest in selling computer products,
i ncluding;

^" Large vendors - vendors characterized by having
numerous- product lines, high sales volumes and wide

, geographic impact, possibly in areas other than
personal computing — IBM, Texas Instruments,
Commodore, Rockwell, Intel, and Tandy Corporation
(Radio Shack),

Small vendors - vendors with few product lines,
regional impact, or low sales volumes — Polymorphic
Systems, The Digital Group, IMSAI, Processor
Technology Group, The Computer Store, etc.

3. Dependent vendors - vendors whose products augment
the products of "primary vendors," and are
inoperable in their own right — vendors of
software, disk controllers, and "S-100 bus
compatible" peripheral manufacturers.

3. Service providers - producers and marketers of specific
expertise or intangible resources — consultants,
training and- educational services, maintenance,
employment and career services.

4. Computer Specialists - Computer Science and Engineering
spec iali s^ involved in developing innovative
configurations and applications for personal computer
systems.

5. Information producers - writers and publishers of
educational, promotional, and informative literature
related to personal computing.

6. "New Utopians" - technological visionaries involved in
developing or promoting personal computing technologies
as an alternative vehicle for achieving social change
[cf. Boguslaw, 19651.



Consumers

1. Business Consumers - small business users (such as a
dentiSt, a used car dealer, a lumber yard or fioral shop
proprietor) and large business users (such as middle
managers in large firms). Small business people may use
small computer systems for word processinci, financial,
or mailing-list applications. People in large
organizations may use their small "office computer" as
an alternative to centralized corporate computer systems
for selected information processinq tasks.

2. Computer system vendors - vendors who build and market
their owrl Tntegrated systems using OEM equipment
originally manufactured by other "producing" vendors,
and thus serve as an interim consuming group.

3. Hobbyists - usually those people who enjoy fiddling with
the hardware or software "guts" of the personal
computer. Affiliated hobbyists include those interested
in using personal computing in conjunction with their
activities in other hobby worlds (Such as model train
aficionadoes , ham radio operators, etc.)

4. Casual Users - those people often construed as the "mass
consumer market." This category includes users of home
computers, programmable calculators, "smart" home
appliances, and computer video game users.

5. Scientific/Engineering users - technical personnel
pursuing scientific goals using micro-computers for data
gathering and information processing tasks in laboratory
or industrial settings.

6. Educational Users - people who use low-cost computer
systems individualized educational resources or for
computer-mediated instruction.

7. Social Reformers - people who see personal computing as
providing a means for social change and reorganization
— moving from centralized, one-way media and
communication systems to decentralized two-way
communication systems, community information utilities,
and home information services. Personal computing
"futurists" can also be associated with this group.

8. Computing Artists - people primarily interested in
music, conceptual or visual arts (sculpture, video,
film, or graphic works) who utilize small computers
during composition or performance activities.



Observers and Arbiters

1. Regulatory Groups- government agencies, legislative
bodies, and professional societies seeking to establish
legal or ethical controls affectinq participants in the
personal computing world. Those people addressing legal
matters in personal computing — software copyright,
patent infringement, privacy issues, etc. — can also
be associatied with this group.

2. Standards groups - people interested in establishing
technical standards for personal computing technologies
— IEEE 488 interface bus standard, S-IPIP) bus standard,

Kansas City Cassette Tape interface standard, etc. Also
included are groups generating and promoting product
quality criteria for consumers.

3. Interpreters and Critics - analysts and observers of the
personal computing arena.

4. Conference promoters - groups who organize seminars or
large conferences to increase public awareness of
personal computing and help disseminate information
within th personal computing world (e.g. The West Coast
Computer Faires, Personal Computing Festivals).
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